SoSafe

Product Data Sheet
SoSafe Vanilla Fresh – Odour Neutraliser
Ideal to remove odours such as tobacco smoke, urine, vomit, musky, wet dog / pet, garbage
and other offensive odours from any area. Vanilla Fresh is specifically designed to temporarily
mask odours while SoSafe’s Surface Active Technology eliminates odour releasing bacteria.
Product Description
“The lost occupancy from smelly rooms placed on do
not rent are costly… alternatively the damaging effect of
renting smelly rooms to our reputation are irreversible
and incalculatable.” - Housekeeping

Characteristics

SoSafe Vanilla Fresh is a broad spectrum odour
neutraliser and surface sanitiser. Originally developed
to solve the ongoing odour problems the hospitality
industry had been facing to neutralise smoke, vomit,
urine and other nasty odours at the source.

Safety

SoSafe Vanilla Fresh has proven useful to a much
more broader scope of industries in areas whereby
traditional deodorisers only mask the odour rather
than remove it!

* pH Neutral
* Non-Flammable
* Non-Hazardous

* Non-toxic
* Non-Corrosive
* Biodegradable

SoSafe Vanilla Fresh is a food safe product based off
Australian Quarantine Inspection Service approved
product.

Application Procedure

*

Odour Neutraliser Application
1. Spray directly on the odour source (Vanilla Fresh
requires contact with the odour source to work
effectively).
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How Vanilla Fresh works?
Vanilla Fresh leaves a light vanilla scent that
temporarily masks the smell while SoSafe’s advanced
Surface Active Technology goes to work, eliminating
odour producing bacteria. Once the vanilla scent
dissipates the area has been odour neutralised of all
nasty smells.
SoSafe Vanilla Fresh has been scientifically proven
to stop bacteria at the source and will residually
prevent new bacteria growth, resulting in odour and
bacteria free surfaces for longer!

2. Wait / Reapply as necessary. Most odours are gone
within minutes!
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Table Top / Fridge Wipe Application
1. Spray & Wipe.

Pack Sizes

12x750mL
(Retail Only)
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SoSafe Vanilla Fresh is regarded as the most
effective odour removal solution from indoor areas
such as toilet areas to remove urine smells, garbage
areas carpets, tiles, rubber mats, fridge, cars and
many
more.

Users
* Hotels & Clubs
* Restaurants (inc fridges)
* Nursing Homes
* Hire Car & Bus Companies
* Drying Rooms
* Public Toilets
* Wherever there is an odour problem
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Disclaimer
To the best of our knowledge and belief, the information is true and
accurate at the time of publication. Since the conditions of use are out of
the agents / distributors / manufacturers control, the end user must satisfy
themselves by prior testing the product is suitable for their specific
application.
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SoSafe Specialty Products Pty Limited

AB N 73 001 553 699
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Postal: PO Box 386, Brookvale NSW 2100 Australia
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Phone: (+612) 9938 1800
Fax: (+612) 9905 0979
Email: sales@sosafe.com.au
Web: www.sosafe.com.au
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